The annual Visualization and Data Analysis (VDA) conference has grown rapidly since 1994 and has attracted participants throughout the world. The need for visualizing large amounts of information arises in all areas of science, technology, industry, business and in everyday life. New applications must adapt to the requirement of displaying ever-increasing amounts of information.
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The five VDA 2010 papers selected for this special issue cover a wide range of visualization and data analysis techniques, systems and applications. The selection of these papers was based on their scores from four VDA reviewers on a 5-point scale. The average score of each of these papers is above 4.0. The authors were invited to extend their papers by describing new functionality, applications, evaluations and usability. The extended and revised versions of these papers were reviewed by a group of experts again before acceptance by the journal. The five papers address the following topics:
• dimensionality reduction on multi-channel volume data • precision visual analysis of projected data • variable binned scatterplots for multidimensional sensor data • multi-phase network situational awareness for decision making • visual operations for analyzing fuzzy data
The design of dimensionality reduction on a volume rendering is a difficult task. Kim et al propose a new method with a framework to combine multiple computational approaches that push the boundary of gradientbased multi-dimensional transfer functions to multiple channels. The authors employ Principal Component Analysis, isomap and locally linear embedding to keep the dimensionality of transfer functions at a manageable level. The authors demonstrate the effectiveness of their new dimensionality reduction algorithms with two volumetric microscopy data sets. Many interesting results are described in their paper, such as the eigenvalue spectrum for 24 tissue edge data and 6D blood vessel data.
Projecting high-dimensional data to a 2D display has profound practical implications. Schreck et al address a very important question concerning the assessment of projection precision when mapping high-dimensional data to a low-dimensional display space. The authors introduce a new precision projection measure that is based on the preservation of distances in the original data space by the projection. Several visual mapping methods (scaled data point plot and scaled hull plot) are presented in this paper for analysts to evaluate the precision of the data point projections. These techniques are valuable for choosing better projections of high-dimensional data with more certainty.
Variable binned scatterplot is another interesting visualization technique that solves the well-known overlap problem of scatterplots. Hao et al use a non-uniform (variable) binning of the x and y dimensions to plot all data points that are located within each bin into corresponding locations nearby. Users can interact with individual data points for record-level information. The binned scatterplots not only provide the correlations between pairs of two continuous variables but also provide a big picture of the entire distribution without additional drilldown. Furthermore, the variable binned scatterplots can quickly identify clusters as well as reveal hidden structures in the dense areas. In this version, variable binned scatterplots provide a recursive drilldown capability that allows analysts to view detailed information by using refined scales. Variable binned scatterplots have been applied with success to real-world credit card fraud analysis and data center thermal management applications.
Erbacher et al propose a cognitive task analysis method for multi-phase network situation awareness. They define a set of guidelines for situational-awareness visualization. The authors have developed novel techniques to analyze massive amounts of data and assist decision makers in understanding the readiness of all available cyber resources. Their methodology has nine phases for the visualization process from the initial brainstorming session to program manager review. The multiple phases of cognitive task analysis of their visualization process are especially interesting. Readers can learn from this paper the specific needs of network managers and analysts in order to create next-generation visualizations.
Many real-world problems such as those found in medicine and information search often do not have a clear-cut answer. Visualizing a data set that does not have separate, distinct clusters and that contains data elements whose membership degrees are between 0.0 and 1.0 requires further research. Park et al introduce a visualization technique called Disk Diagram to visualize the interdependency among fuzzy sets. Each fuzzy set is represented by a disk with a specific color for classifying data, and data points are shown as dots. The membership degree of each data item is the radius of a ring in a disk. The authors define three fuzzy operations: union, intersection and complement. The authors apply star coordinates to the fuzzy data set to distinguish degree of symptoms. Disk Diagram is also used to analyze terrorrelated words. To evaluate the efficiency of Disk Diagram usage, the authors presented 26 questions to five nonexperts with promising results.
This special issue features some of the best work in the 2010 VDA conference. The authors' contributions and insights could affect future thinking in the area of information visualization.
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